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MEMORANDUM
To: Big Data Analytics Class
From: Prof. Bohn
Subject: Project assignment for May 8
Date: May 4, 2016

For this assignment, I want you to start working with real data, and 
actually analyzing it. The main goal right now is just to make sure that 
you have all the "machinery" working, including data import, data 
transformation, running one or more models, and printing useful output. 
I don't yet expect you to have meaningful results. 
 If you are behind in getting your data into readable form, and getting it 
into R, it's time to crank up the action! Details:

 Right now I don't care too much about the quality of your model, but I want to be sure 
you can actually TRAIN a model on REAL data from your project. It's easy to overlook 
seemingly small issues that will come back to bite you when you start doing serious 
analysis of your data. So this part of the assignment is to ensure that you can do  the 
“work flow” of grabbing data, cleaning it, creating a few new variables, and running them 
through an algorithm. Include the following:

• Can you load at least 10,000 records from your data, and preferably 100,000? This 
might require you to deal with “out of memory” messages, which I will talk about 
next week.

• Do you have enough of the key "positive" observations that you are most 
interested in? (For example in the Aussie weather there were only 41 days of rain 
despite about 250 days of data overall.) 

• Can you select the correct observations from a bigger data set? For example, can 
you select the relevant Tweets, or relevant product reviews?

• Can you rearrange the data from the original form, into the correct data frame 
structure for analysis? (See the TA sessions about dplyr from the last 2 weeks.)

•  Don’t believe your numerical results at this stage - you will need to do much more 
to get decent results. That is not the point of this assignment. 

In addition you should be working on the following analysis of your data.  The specific 
questions depend on whether you are looking at categorical or continuous outcomes. 

• Can you plot a frequency diagram for the dependent variable? A scatter plot 
involving dependent variable and something else? (Or equivalent if it's a 
categorical outcome.)

• Do you have, and understand,  definitions of all the variables? What level of 
aggregation are they at? 
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• If you are working with text, can you process the text to clean it: stemming, stop 
words, etc. Getting rid of special symbols without losing all their meaning? (eg. 
#CityofLA --> cityofla 

• If working with text, can you produce a term-frequency table that includes all 
100,000 observations?

• How clean is the data? For numbers: How many extreme outliers  do you have? 
For text: how many spelling errors? 

• Can you calculate basic descriptive statistics for each variable? Do they make 
sense? 

• Can you produce a contingency table showing how many observations fall into 
each box (for categorical variables). 

The above list are the basics. "Yes I can read in the data and I know what I have." Next 
are the critical derived variables.
How many independent cases are in your data? For tweets,  how many different authors? 
How many unique messages (since many messages are just retweets.) Similarly for sales 
data, how many items are being sold? How many customers? This requires you to scan 
the entire data set. Look at the dplyr  library. Tutorial at https://cran.rstudio.com/web/
packages/dplyr/vignettes/introduction.html or in many other places. 
Can you do interesting and useful things with the time variables? to start with, convert 
them to elapsed time since a common reference point. Calculate the time between 
observations. Find all the observations within a certain time window.
Have you figured out useful and meaningful derived variables? Example: you are dealing 
with tweets. A standard way to analyze them is sentiment analysis. Have you been able to 
run a sentiment analysis of your tweets yet? How good are the results when you spot 
check them? 
=====
To make sure everything works, please run a simple model. You can use a random forest 
 model, with only a few variables. The results don't have to be  good (although you 
should compare them with a naive forecast).
Your model should run on at least 10,000 observations or 30% of your eventual total 
sample, whichever is smaller. Explain what you think your ultimate sample size will be, 
and why.
Remember, meaningful transformations (preprocessing/feature extraction) should be 
included, in a direction that you  plan to go with the "real" model. 
===============
Documentation: the PDF memo  that you submit should include comments and 
explanations of what you have done, and samples of the resulting R results. 
===================
Caution: some of you may find this a reach, beyond what you have done so far. I realize 

https://cran.rstudio.com/web/packages/dplyr/vignettes/introduction.html
https://cran.rstudio.com/web/packages/dplyr/vignettes/introduction.html
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that, but this is your agenda for the next week! Ask for help, don’t let yourself lose hours 
getting stuck some R issue that you don’t know how to solve. 


